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Abstract

Adware is the most common type of malware. While considered not harmful in nature, it disrupts
the user experience and generates unwanted revenue. Adware is also difficult to analyze and detect,
therefore it is actively distributed through the Google Play Store. In the case of known adware de-
tection, analysis takes a long time due to prolonged dynamic analysis to reveal Ads, and the result of
network traffic analysis is difficult to determine traffic such as multimedia streaming, which results
in a high probability of false positives. In this paper, we introduce a method to efficiently detect ad-
ware using static analysis. CFG(Control Flow Graph) analysis was performed using Soot to identify
the adware signatures. 52 signatures were obtained through analysis of 1000 samples, and the opti-
mized detection efficiency was measured while changing the depth (level) of the CFG. In addition, it
achieves 91.92% of accuracy when analyzing 1380 normal and 4490 adware samples. This approach
has similar detection rate in a shorter time compared to the existing dynamic analysis, and it does not
require operation check as in previous dynamic analysis approaches.
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1 Introduction

Android is already being used as the most used OS beyond Windows. As of April 2021, the Android
OS usage was 39.24%, showing a steady increase as it is used not only in mobile but also in IoT and
connected cars. With the increase in usage and development of Android, various Android malware is
also appearing. In the second quarter of 2020, more than 1.2 million new Android malware appeared[1].
In particular, in the case of Android OS, since it is distributed to many users through mobile devices,
a number of malicious codes are occurring for the purpose of personal information leakage and money
stealing. of malicious codes were also generated[2]. In particular, since the main source of revenue
for mobile is through advertisements to promote various products and services, Adware is also rapidly
increasing[3]. As can be seen in [Figure 1], among Android malware, Adware is being raised as the
biggest problem. Various studies have been conducted to detect adware, and Google also tried to respond
through Android security updates. However, detection of Adware is still not performed properly, and
damage occurred due to Adware such as Adware Campaign in 2020[4]. In order to respond to such
adware, we created the Control Flow Graph using Soot, and then created the signature for the API used.
Thereafter, adware detection was performed using the similarity of CFG to detect known adware based
on static analysis, and the detection rate was measured. This paper is organized as follows. Chapter
2 examines research related to Adware and explains the technology proposed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
examines adware detection performance based on the proposed technology and concludes in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1: Distribution of detected mobile apps by type

2 Related Work

Advertising is used to promote a product, idea or service. With the development of the Android platform,
advertisements through Android applications are continuously increasing. 96.1% of all apps registered
on the Google Play Store in Q2 2021 are free mobile applications[5]. In the case of free applications,
since most of the revenue is based on advertisements provided to users, various malicious actions are
occurring in terms of posting and managing advertisements. Advertisements obtained from advertising
providers are categorized into cost per click, cost per mile, cost per action, and the like, and pricing
is based on the generated ad impressions. Android developers include the SDK of the advertisement
library in the application code, and support to display advertisements to users with the help of necessary
permissions. Advertisers pay a certain amount to application developers and ad inserts for each ad
impression, i.e., each ad that is brought and displayed to the user. Developers can also get paid every
time a user clicks on a displayed ad. This is exploited to bring advertisements, but it is not displayed
properly to the user or the app triggers an attack in the form of clicking the advertisement without user
activity. In the actual advertisement exposure method of Adware, when the user unlocks the lock, a
full screen advertisement is always displayed, and the Close or Exit menu is not visible, so that the
user cannot immediately quit and watch the advertisement for a certain period of time. After that, the
Close button appears after a certain amount of time has elapsed, and by designating the interval at which
advertisements are generated in the internal code, advertisements are continuously generated for at least
5 minutes. After that, if the home button or the back button is pressed to escape from the advertisement,
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a selection menu to select another app appears or does not operate, causing inconvenience to the user.
In the latest Adware, which acts similarly to logic bomb, after being installed, it is sometimes coded to
start an activity after a certain amount of time. This delay is to prevent the malicious code from being
easily classified as malicious because the dynamic analysis is monitored only for a certain period of
time from the standpoint of analyzing the malicious code. In addition, as a method of performing an
action for displaying an advertisement, it also includes a function of receiving an action for performing
an advertisement from the C&C server[6][7][8][9]. Looking at the existing adware detection technology,
a machine learning-based technology that detects adware based on static and dynamic functions has been
proposed. Multi-class adware classification was performed based on the information collected from the
manifest file and the dynamic function from the network traffic. In the case of RandomForest, 99.4%
classification was performed and in BayesNet 96.14% classification was performed[10]. Through this,
it was proved that the accuracy is superior to the existing binary detection problem. In another study,
an analysis method using the CICAGM data set that captures network traffic by installing an Android
application on an actual Android device was used to detect abnormal traffic through network traffic. For
general and adware data sets, we collected and analyzed 1500 apps from Google Play Store, showing a
detection rate of 93.81%[11][12][13]. However, it is necessary to analyze it dynamically and figure out
whether a reward is given after the advertisement. In the case of dot and screen analysis, it is difficult for
non-analyst analysts to respond to procedures such as closing the page and confirming the normal path
to the connected URL. In the related studies described above, in order to respond to these contents, the
analyst directly performed the analysis until AD was actually performed. In the case of this analysis, it
takes a lot of time and does not analyze applications that do not reach AD. If not, the reliability of the
data set may be lowered.

3 Proposed Scheme

Methods using static analysis and dynamic analysis were introduced to detect Android Adware. In
the case of dynamic analysis, it is difficult if the analyst does not check the AD, identify the rewards
from the actual AD, and separate AD from the adware. Therefore, in this paper, analysis is performed
using signature and CFG using static analysis. We performed static analysis of Android Adware using
analysis tools such as Apktool, dex2jar, and jd-gui to obtain the source code. [Figure 2] is an example
of extracting the signature from the code by performing static analysis. After Android 9.0 version, the
application operation running in the background is registered and provided in Notification Server. , a
signature such as a combination that periodically regenerates AD by giving a delay was generated. The
dataset used adware verified by AMD (Android Malware Dataset) and Trendmicro, and as shown in
[Figure 3], a total of 52 signatures were generated by statically analyzing 1,000 apps.

3.1 CFG generation using Soot

Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a graph composed of a basic block type, and each node is composed of
a form corresponding to a statement[14]. CFG analyzes the source code, checks the path, and outputs
it in graph form. It is composed of nodes and edges. A node corresponds to a statement, and an edge
means an execution path. Existing CFG creates a graph depending on the entry point executed as main,
and in the case of CFG researched recently, a graph is created by events and event handlers that occur
when a user executes. Because Android generates a lot of event features such as screen touch, it is
advantageous to apply CFG, which is being studied recently. The method of creating CFG using a tool
such as FlowDroid is already widely used in CFG application. In this paper, CFG was created and
applied in a form similar to FlowDroid based on Soot. Basically, in extracting the call relationship, DEX
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Figure 2: Signature extraction example

Figure 3: Number of signatures generated compared to APK file analysis

analysis is performed, and the DEX file is divided into String Type, Field, Proto, Method, and Class Defs
fields. The following process is performed to create the method call relationship of the class to be
analyzed through DEX analysis. First, by accessing the Class defs field, class data off, which identifies
contents such as class name, access limiter, and parent class information, is analyzed. After that, the
contents defined in class data off are brought to obtain member variables and method information, and
the method is analyzed by bringing the list of encoded method format. Thereafter, by referring to the
contents of the Method IDs field, the type and number of parameters of the method, definition of the
method return type, etc. are brought. After obtaining caller information by analyzing the Method IDs
field, the Dalvik bytecode command is parsed and call relationship is extracted. At this time, the offset
value is extracted from the Method IDs of the callee by analyzing the 2 bytes after the opcode of the
Dalvik instruction, and the callee information is retrieved by referring to Method IDs from the offset
argument value to extract the call relationship between methods[15]. When CFG is generated in this
form, it is completed in a connected form as shown in [Figure 4], and it is analyzed separately according
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Figure 4: Example of CFG creation

to the connection depth.

3.2 Adware behavior setting and analysis according to feature extraction

In order to extract the characteristics of Adware, 5490 applications classified as Adware were collected
from AMD, TrendMicro, etc. as shown in [Figure 5]. And an initial data set was created by analyzing
1000 out of 5490 apps, extracting signatures and generating CFG. After that, five violations were set
as shown in [Table 1]. The first is a signature-based detection that confirms that it is an already known
adware package, and the second is a signature-based detection that checks if the user closes the adver-
tisement and the next action is taken. The third is when it is connected to AlarmManager, which is to
prepare for the case where a malicious application in the form of a Trojan is downloaded and operated
after acting as a software notification manager, such as Adware known as Android.HiddenAds.728. The
newly created application registers a broadcast receiver to receive system events and monitors when the
device screen is turned on. Whenever the screen of an infected smartphone or tablet is activated, the
Trojan will launch com.google.android.gms.ads. Use the InterstitialAd class to download and display
ads. The fourth is a case of linking an advertisement to the outside, which means a case of connecting to
an untrusted site. The fifth is an analysis by mixing CFG and signature to respond to the third operation
by calling BroadcastReceiver with Android intent. did. For these five threat behaviors, the signature and
CFG connection were applied to adware detection.
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Figure 5: Adware analysis dataset

Table 1: To set up and detect adware violations
Violation No Title Description Strategy
Violation 0 Known adware packages Check for popular adware packages. Signature based
Violation 1 Un-closable config Ad should be able to be closed by user. Signature based
Violation 2 AlarmManager accessing Notification Ad related app should not access AlarmManager. CFG based
Violation 3 Untrusted link to outside Third-party ad app should not link their advertisement to outside link. (untrusted) Signature based+CFG based
Violation 4 BroadcastReceiver to AdService Ad-related service should not be started from BroadcastReceiver with android intent. Signature based+CFG based

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the adware detection platform, the detection rate based on the first CFG
and signature was measured. As shown in [Figure 6], the signature list and CFG were generated using
Soot, and the data set was classified and analyzed according to the violation. The entire application was
compared by performing tests while changing the CFG depth and the number of samples to be analyzed
to extract the signature. Second, in order to detect the accuracy that may occur on the detection platform,
samples of normal apps containing advertisements were compared with those obtained from the Google
Play Store.

4.1 Malicious behavior detection rate by adware group

By changing the signature and CFG depth that were analyzed in advance, the detection rate of each group
of Adware was checked. The depth of CFG was analyzed by dividing it into 3, 5, and 7, and the number
of samples from which the signature was extracted was classified into 500 and 1000 and analyzed. First,
in [Table 2], the depth of CFG is 3 and the number of samples extracted from the signature is 500. In this
case, Adware Campaign and Andup were detected well, but among the 500 randomly selected samples,
there were few Andup samples, so the detection rate was about 60%. The overall detection rate was
75.59%, which was a significantly lower detection rate compared to the previous study.

Second, in [Table 3], the depth of CFG is 3 and the number of samples extracted from signature is
1000. It can be seen that the overall detection rate increased as the sample of Kuguo, which was small
when analyzed for the first time, was additionally added. In addition, most of the detection rates were
increased in other samples. However, it can be seen that the detection rate is still lower than that of
previous studies.
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Figure 6: Adware behavior setting according to feature extraction

Table 2: Depth: 3, Number of Signature Extraction Samples: 500 Test Results

Adware Group Total number of APK
Result

Detected more than 1 violation Undetected Detection rate (%)
Adware Campaign 108 106 2 98.15
Airpush 2640 2353 287 89.13
Andup 42 40 2 95.24
Kuguo 1197 744 453 60.89
Minmob 201 164 37 81.59
Youmi 1302 743 559 80.62
Total 5490 4150 1340 75.59

Table 3: Depth: 3, Number of Signature Extraction Samples: 1000 Test Results

Adware Group Total number of APK
Result

Detected more than 1 violation Undetected Detection rate (%)
Adware Campaign 108 106 2 98.15
Airpush 2640 2353 287 89.13
Andup 42 40 2 95.24
Kuguo 1197 744 453 60.89
Minmob 201 164 37 81.59
Youmi 1302 743 559 80.62
Total 5490 4150 1340 75.59
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Table 4: Depth: 5, Number of Signature Extraction Samples: 1000 Test Results

Adware Group Total number of APK
Result

Detected more than 1 violation Undetected Detection rate (%)
Adware Campaign 108 106 2 98.15
Airpush 2640 2542 98 96.29
Andup 42 41 1 97.62
Kuguo 1197 1018 179 85.08
Minmob 201 173 28 86.07
Youmi 1302 1203 99 92.40
Total 5490 5083 407 92.59

Table 5: Depth: 7, Number of Signature Extraction Samples: 1000 Test Results

Adware Group Total number of APK
Result

Detected more than 1 violation Undetected Detection rate (%)
Adware Campaign 108 97 11 89.81
Airpush 2640 2240 400 84.85
Andup 42 24 18 57.14
Kuguo 1197 759 438 63.41
Minmob 201 167 34 83.08
Youmi 1302 772 530 59.29
Total 5490 4059 1431 73.93

Third, [Table 4] shows the case where the depth of CFG is 5 and the number of samples extracted
from the signature is 1000. This case showed the best detection rate, showing a detection rate of 92.59%
overall, and it can be confirmed that most of the signatures and call relationships through CFG are
properly formed. The most accurate efficiency during testing is the case shown.

Finally, [Table 5] shows the case where the depth of CFG is 7 and the number of samples extracted
from the signature is 1000. In this case, it can be seen that the detection rate drops sharply even in Adware
Campaign and Andup, which had good detection rates. This is because Adware performs similar types
of behavior, but the final behavior in the actual Caller-Callee relationship cannot be the same, and when
the depth is connected up to 7, different behaviors are not judged as the same, so the detection rate is
rather low.

4.2 Adware detection rate analysis

In order to evaluate the performance of the adware detection platform, applications including AD col-
lected from Google Play Store and actual malicious applications were randomly extracted and analyzed.
In order to evaluate the model, it was classified into four methods. In the case of True Positive (TP),
when the actual Adware is classified as Adware, In the case of False Positive (FP), when the general app
is predicted as Adware, In the case of False Negative (FN), when the Adware is predicted as the general
App , in the case of True Negative (TN), it is a case in which a general app is normally determined.
For analysis of the detection rate of the analysis platform, it was classified into a test set and a training
set. For the test set, 1000 samples out of 5490 adware were randomly selected and analyzed, and for
the training set, 4490 samples were used excluding the samples. In the case of general apps, 1380 apps
collected from the Google Play Store were selected as the training set and tested. The test results are
shown in [Table 6] below. The rate of detecting adware as adware was 91.2%, and false positives for
normal apps as malicious was 5.6%. The detection rate obtained through this is shown in [Table 7] be-
low. Accuracy of about 91.92% was confirmed, which is similar to the results of other studies introduced
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Table 6: Adware and general app analysis results
Real Result
True False

Evaluation Result
True 4097 81
False 393 1299

Table 7: Classification performance evaluation result
Precision Recall Accuracy F1 score

Result 0.9806 0.9124 0.9192 0.9452

previously. However, if the results of the existing research are the result of the analyst’s direct execution
until the adware is dynamically generated, the proposed analysis method shows superior performance in
that it can be analyzed automatically after signature and CFG generation.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the detection of recent stealthy Adware. CFG and signature were generated
for the detection, and 6 adware sample groups were analyzed for 5 threat information. Through this, we
confirmed the detection rate for each group of about 92.59%, and the accuracy of 91.92% was confirmed
as a result of analysis compared to the actual normal app. Existing adware detection was limited in a way
that the analyst had to stimulate the screen until Ads activates, the efficiency of this study is confirmed
by showing a similar detection rate only with static analysis. Through this paper, a system to respond to
Adware was constructed and evaluated. However, further research should be continued in that it is still
difficult to respond to the operation of Adware through delayed attack (i.e., similar to logic bomb).
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